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Welcome to our November 2016 Investment update

The Central Banks Have Gone Too Far

In September we invited Alan McIntosh, Chief
Investment Strategist of Quilter Cheviot to speak at
our last seminar. Here is a summary of his talk;

“The Central Banks have gone too far in massaging
their economies and need to take remedial action to
kick start them,” according to Alan McIntosh.

Alan said that “Quantitative easing and low interest
rates have led to both interest rates and bond yields
turning negative due to recent European Central
Bank (ECB) Intervention, with questionable benefits
to the workings of the economy.”

Alan noted that “Quantitative Easing has actually
had a very negative impact in many parts of the
economy. We’ve seen income returns eliminated for
savers due to low interest rates, pressure on pension
schemes and the profitability of banks harmed.”

“Indeed, such is the topsy turvy world Quantitative
Easing has created, that businesses Henkel and
Sanofi made history recently as the first companies
to sell bonds to investors for more than the buyers
will get back. If ever there was an indicator of lack of
faith in Government Bonds and conventional savings
accounts, this is it.”

“Thankfully however, it appears that Mario Draghi’s
ECB is waking up to the problems this monetary
problem is causing and he is now suggesting that it’s
time Governments took a more proactive approach
to solving these issues.”

How Governments tackle this issue remains to be
seen, but Alan believes that they should be taking
advantage of the record low interest rates to invest

in infrastructure projects such as building airports,
schools and hospitals that will raise the performance
of individual countries, even bringing planned
projects forward by several years where necessary.

He explains: “Investing in large-scale infrastructure
projects has a trickle-down effect that can benefit
whole economies. It lifts growth rates, employment,
wages, inflation and will help deliver higher tax
revenues to allow Governments to chip away at the
debt they have taken on.

“I expect to see initiatives such as this taking place
not just in the Eurozone, but across most of the
developed world over the next six months.”

“Initiatives such as these are even more relevant due
to the widespread stagnation witnessed in several
major world economies. As the population ages and
population growth slows in the UK, Japan and
Europe, people are saving more and spending less,
leading to economies slowing down with both wages
and prices barely inching up. What many of these
countries need is a shot in the arm to kick-start
productivity, not more monetary massaging.”

The market and rates

Alan pointed out that the largely international FTSE
100 was in good health, and even post the EU
Referendum vote, the FTSE 250 which is comprised
of greater numbers of British companies is rallying.
Alan noted that investment in equities, rather than
bonds was preferable at the moment, in light of the
significantly better dividend yields on offer. He also
told the audience that in light of the poor foresight
shown by many of the major central banks, Quilter
Cheviot has now started including gold in its
portfolios, which has historically provided some
protection for investors against individual countries
debasing their currencies.
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Concluding his talk, Alan said: “Certainly not
everything will be rosy in UK and European
economies. In the short term at least, we can expect
more monetary massaging of our economy, such as
interest cuts and quantitative easing, with all the
attendant effects these have. Growth is certainly
predicted to slow down – the IMF has just trimmed
the 2017 UK growth forecast further to 1.1 per cent,
but for the time being, we cannot see anything truly
disastrous on the financial horizon, though of
course, this could very well change as Brexit
negotiations progress and we see Article 50 being
invoked next year.

“Other major world events, such as the US election,
could also send waves through the markets in the
short to medium term.

“For now though, it is clear that investors should
consider investing in businesses rather than
Governments in order to have a stronger chance of a
favourable return on investments in the future.”

Alan McIntosh Chief Investment Strategist
Quiltercheviot

Pension and the Autum Budget

Since this years’ Conservative conference, there has
been some talk of changes to pension’s tax relief.
Philip Hammond will deliver his first Autumn
Statement on 23 November and we will see what
impact it, if any, it will have on pensions.

Currently the Government presently rebates all the
tax on people's pension contributions, whether you
pay income tax at the 20 per cent, 40 per cent or 45
per cent rate. Your pension is only taxed when you
start making withdrawals in old age.

Last week’s announcement that the Treasury will not
pursue the creation of a secondary annuity market
indicates Hammond may well have his own view on
pensions.

The dilemma for the Government is that it must
balance the need to make its own savings with the
need to incentivise people to save into pensions.

There has been talk that they could introduce a flat
rate of around 30 per cent, introduced to encourage
less affluent people to save more, as well as saving
the Government money in the long term. An
alternative proposal is an age-related scale.

Any new system needs to benefit both those who
are nearer to retirement as well as the younger
savers, and any errors in implementation could
undermine wider benefit of pension tax relief. What
is more, if it affects the ‘grey vote’, it may be seen as
counter-productive.

Also the potential disruption to auto-enrolment
remains a significant reason for maintaining the
status quo.

There may be some announcement on the Lifetime
Allowance but await and see what if any changes are
proposed.

We can HELP you!

If you wish to review your current investments
please seek advice.

Cansdales Ltd can guide you through complex areas
by providing independent advice and solutions to
many problems. We can also review your existing
arrangements.


